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EnviroQuiet® ONE COST.

Our triple patented EnviroQuiet LVT technology is based on the formulation of an acoustic bonded rubber backing to each individual plank or tile.

ONE INSTALLATION.

A 2mm or 3mm sound reducing rubber underlayment is permanently attached to a 2mm or 3mm LVT during the manufacturing process, so it can be installed as one fully integrated product.

ONE SOLUTION.

EnviroQuiet is a singular answer to the end user community, eliminating any issues that can occur when installing LVT over a traditional sound pad.

EnviroQuiet is an industry standard for the best contribution to sound, and provides a simple sound solution of infinite design choices and endless possibilities. Choose a pattern from our exclusive Wood, Stone or Abstract Collections, and select the exact specifications you need for your next project.

EnviroQuiet 4.0 | 5.0 | 6.0 consists of the same formulation of our original product line, with the addition of a 4mm option. The new classification structure makes it easy to choose the gauge of your LVT with multiple selections for the attached rubber underlayment that provides comfort and quiet underfoot.

UV Coating

Wear Layer

Print Film

LVT Backing

Attached Acoustical Underlayment

IIC Rating up to 74*

* IIC Ratings vary based on the floor/ceiling assembly. Please contact FloorFolio for technical data for your floor/ceiling assembly.
EnviroQuiet®

5mm Thick | 8 or 12 mil Wear Layer

EnviroQuiet 5.0 takes our one-step installation up a notch with 2mm LVT manufactured to a 3mm thick acoustical underlayment. The wear layer can be ordered in 8 mil or 12 mil and our attached underlayment is offered in Standard or Premium grade depending on the area of installation or your project’s IIC Rating requirements. EnviroQuiet 5.0 is designed for both wood truss and concrete systems.

EnviroQuiet 6.0

6mm Thick | 22 mil Wear Layer | Commercial

EnviroQuiet 6.0 is our commercial grade 3mm LVT affixed to a 3mm thick acoustical underlayment providing the highest density in the EnviroQuiet line. With a 22 mil wear layer, this durable all-in-one flooring solution is ideal for high traffic commercial areas such as hospitals, retail locations, hotels and restaurants. EnviroQuiet 6.0 is formulated for installation over wood truss or concrete systems.
FloorFolio's Rigid Hybrid LVT is a SPC click system that is a quiet, ultra-light & water-resistant with a highly stable core that allows for INSTANT INSTALL™.

STANDARD PLANK: 7" x 48” | 4mm Rigid Core + 1mm IXPE Backing | 12 mil Wear Layer
Scratch-Resistant Surface | Urethane
Our Loose Lay Collection offers our most popular patterns in an extra thick vinyl plank that installs with an easy grip system and provides great comfort underfoot. NO ADHESIVE. NO CLICK. NO NONSENSE.
Levitate offers endless design changes with just ONE installation. Once our magnetized sheet is installed, Levitate vinyl planks can be installed or changed in seconds.

Choose from our standard line or special order a custom design or pattern (minimums apply).

STANDARD PLANK: Size Varies | 3.2mm | 22 mil Wear Layer | Texture Varies | Urethane
1mm Magnetic Vinyl Sheet Underlayment

Levitate can also be manufactured for wall installation with the same patented magnetic wall technology.

Special order and minimums apply.

STANDARD PLANK: Size Varies | 2mm | 5 mil Wear Layer | Texture Varies | Urethane
1mm Magnetic Vinyl Sheet Underlayment
WALLGRIPTM

Class A Fire rated for commercial applications.

WallGrip™ allows the creation of endless room designs by installing LVT to wall surfaces. Currently available in 9 unique colors, WallGrip can enhance any interior space with a modern, rustic, traditional or even abstract ambiance.
Our Chevron Collection is the modern take on the popular chevron layout without the time-consuming installation. Our design uses 2 separate patterns that seamlessly form the “V” shape when the planks are installed next to each other.

STANDARD PLANK (1)/PLANK (2): 7.25” x 48” | 3mm | 22 mil Wear Layer | Emboss | Urethane

ALSO AVAILABLE (Minimums Apply): 2mm with 8 mil or 12 mil | 3mm with 30 mil
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COASTLINE

Coastline is an avant-garde collection that represents a whitewash visual with a weathered wood finish. The multi-tone palette provides the perfect balance of contemporary warmth and a reclaimed wood appearance.

STANDARD PLANK: 7.25" x 48" | 3mm | 22 mil Wear Layer | Smooth Texture | Urethane

ALSO AVAILABLE (Minimums Apply): 2mm with 8 mil or 12 mil | 3mm with 30 mil
The Timber Collection, true to its name, is one of the most realistic wood visuals available today. With a popular antique washed look, it is difficult to discern the Timber Collection from the real thing.

STANDARD PLANK: 6” x 36” | 3mm | 22 mil Wear Layer | Urethane

* WG - Wood Grain Texture | * HS - Hand-scraped Texture

ALSO AVAILABLE (Minimums Apply): 2mm with 8 mil or 12 mil | 3mm with 30 mil
As a staple for natural wood elements, the Maplewood Collection bridges the gap between classic and contemporary patterns with a crisp, clean wood visual that compliments any design.

STANDARD PLANK: 7.25” x 48” | 3mm | 22 mil Wear Layer | Smooth Texture | Urethane

ALSO AVAILABLE (Minimums Apply): 2mm with 8 mil or 12 mil | 3mm with 30 mil
The Ombre Collection revamps traditional colors by using a subtle blend of light and dark shades. With delicate highlights in the center of the pattern, the graduating color brings warmth and richness to a unique wood visual.

STANDARD PLANK: 6” x 48” | 3mm | 22 mil Wear Layer | Wood Grain Texture | Urethane
ALSO AVAILABLE (Minimums Apply): 2mm with 8mil or 12 mil | 3mm with 30 mil
CLASSIC

Our Classic & Exotic Collection offers the warmth and appeal of natural hardwood paired with the resilience and performance of vinyl. With stunning bold wood visuals and finishes that vary between smooth and textured, this collection turns ordinary installations into extraordinary design statements.

STANDARD PLANK: 4” x 36” | 3mm | 22 mil Wear Layer | Urethane
* WG - Wood Grain Texture | * SM - Smooth Texture
ALSO AVAILABLE (Minimums Apply): 2mm with 8 mil or 12 mil | 3mm with 30 mil

* WG
436-401
436-407
436-409

* SM
436-412
436-425
436-571
This timeworn luxury vinyl plank features weathered graining and rugged rich colors that blend the beauty of aged lines and deep contrast. With its perfect country appeal of antique wood, the Cabin Collection is quickly becoming an all-time favorite.

CABIN

STANDARD PLANK: 7.25" x 48" | 3mm | 22 mil Wear Layer | Hand-Scraped Finish | Urethane

* These Cabin colors have limited stock and may be subject to special order minimums.
The Driftwood Collection is a one of a kind LVT that is comprised of numerous wood planks in one pattern. With varying colors and a sun-washed appearance, this design uses multiple small planks to provide a true beach-weathered charm.

**DRIFTWOOD**

STANDARD PLANK: 6” x 36” | 3mm | 22 mil Wear Layer | Wood Grain Texture | Urethane

ALSO AVAILABLE (Minimums Apply): 2mm with 8 mil | 12 mil | 3mm with 30 mil
The Astratto Collection offers a unique modern twist on an abstract pattern without being a traditional wood plank visual. Astratto is the perfect fusion of casual elegance and a bold statement.

STANDARD PLANK: 7.25” x 48” | 3mm | 22 mil Wear Layer | Natural Stone Texture | Urethane

ALSO AVAILABLE (Minimums Apply): 2mm with 8 mil or 12 mil | 3mm with 30 mil

STANDARD PLANK: 7.25” x 48” | 3mm | 22 mil Wear Layer | Natural Stone Texture | Urethane

ALSO AVAILABLE (Minimums Apply): 2mm with 8 mil or 12 mil | 3mm with 30 mil
Our Grotto Collection emulates a natural stone visual with striking color variations and authentic veining. This pattern encompasses sophistication as well as versatility for any environment.

**STANDARD TILE:** 18" x36" | 3mm | 22 mil | Natural Stone Texture | Urethane

**ALSO AVAILABLE (Minimums Apply):** 2mm with 8 mil or 12 mil | 3mm with 30 mil

- 1836-8313
- 1836-8317
- 1836-8318
- 1836-8314
The Sahara Collection is a blended representation of stone, rock and minerals. The colors and texture give this tile a realistic appearance that is both luxurious and dramatic.

STANDARD PLANK: 18“ x 36“ | 3mm | 22 mil Wear Layer | Natural Stone Texture | Urethane

ALSO AVAILABLE (Minimums Apply): 2mm with 8 mil or 12 mil | 3mm with 30 mil

1836-7811
1836-7812
1836-7813
1836-7814
1836-7816

SAHARA

WATERPROOF | RECYCLABLE
Inspired by stone and concrete, the Fresco Collection is beautifully crafted to replicate chic and urban artistry. This striking concrete visual blends soft colorations with refined details that bring the smooth texture to life.

FRESCO

STANDARD PLANK: 7.25" x 48" | 3mm | 22 mil Wear Layer | Natural Stone Texture | Urethane

ALSO AVAILABLE (Minimums Apply): 2mm with 8 mil or 12 mil | 3mm with 30 mil
VERONA

The Verona Collection is inspired by the natural beauty and elegance of marble. Offered as an 18” x 36” tile, this exclusive pattern combines delicate veining with natural colorations. With easy maintenance and durability, Verona offers the luxury of marble without the hassle.

STANDARD PLANK: 18” x 36” | 3mm | 22 mil Wear Layer | Natural Stone Texture | Urethane
ALSO AVAILABLE (Minimums Apply): 2mm with 8 mil or 12 mil | 3mm with 30 mil
Linen luxury vinyl tile highlights a “pop” of color in 12 modern shades. This collection is low maintenance and a highly durable alternative to traditional textile flooring.

STANDARD PLANK: 18” x 18” | 3mm | 22 mil Wear Layer | Linen Textured Finish | Urethane

* Due to the nature of solid color products, shading may vary per tile.
* It is recommended tiles are quarter turned during installation.
Our Stone luxury vinyl tile collection offers a variety of popular stone visuals in natural colors and varying textures.

STANDARD PLANK: 18” x 18” | 3mm | 22 mil Wear Layer | Natural Stone Texture | Urethane

* This collection has limited stock and may be subject to special order minimums.
Our Crete Collection features a metallic concrete visual that makes a lasting impression. The collection has recently been updated to include three new colors, and is now offered in a larger size tile.

STANDARD PLANK: 18” x 36” | 3mm | 22 mil Wear Layer | Natural Stone Texture | Urethane

* This collection has limited stock and may be subject to special order minimums.
Our Sands of Time Collection is fashioned to resemble sand and rock sediment, emphasized by a grainy textured finish.

STANDARD PLANK: 18” x 36” | 3mm | 22 mil Wear Layer | Natural Stone Texture | Urethane

* This collection has limited stock and may be subject to special order minimums.
Conveying the surface of an ocean, our Seascapes Collection is accented with the appearance of rippling bubbles, along with a gravel-like texture.
Lake House features a customized wood grain texture, making it one of the most dynamic collections exclusively offered by FloorFolio. Lake House provides an essence of beauty layered in multiple earth tones, dark hues and grey shades. Each 24” square tile creates a serene visual of parallel wood planks outlined by a border of aged wood, designed to be quarter-turned during installation.

2424-R-2951
2424-R-2952
2424-R-2954
2424-R-2955
2424-R-2956
2424-R-2957
2424-R-2959
2424-R-2960
2424-R-2961

STANDARD PLANK: 24” x 24” | 3mm | 22 mil Wear Layer | Registered Emboss | Urethane

* This collection has limited stock and may be subject to special order minimums.
Nature’s Way flooring delivers natural warmth, depth and versatility. The texture of this sheet vinyl delivers the best of both worlds; just enough texture to enhance the wood grain pattern, while keeping maintenance to a minimum.

STANDARD ROLL: 6’5” x 65’7” long | 2mm | 22 mil Wear Layer | Wood Grain Texture | Urethane